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T H E  C O N T E N T S  P A G E E D I T O R ’ S  N O T E

Turning conclusions about a certain reasoning 
behind liquid behaviour

7 Nov 17
12:11 am
Edition 1: Ooh-Voice
Vol. 1 No. 1

Getting really comfortable about the significance behind the understanding of 
planning behaviours.

Love story. Case number one. Wera Wednesday.

Incorporation of: recommendation, update, newsletter headers into a journal 
sent on a particular regulative circulation.

This understood ‘newsletter’ will become a -yearly- report:
THE MAGAZINE OOH-VOICE
by, The Turquoise Well.

It sounds so good you want to read it.

And the content will just be magnificent.

-12:17 am.

Proceed to love letter.
-1:01 am.

Love story footer designed
Collection of images
Publish Instagram post
~15 min each.

-hungry. Eat, shower or sleep. Just rave and repeat.
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Digital Marketing
Internship Report

Click here to 
experience the 

progress film

by Stefi Klein
Miloslavich
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Task 1: Five star banner
Task 2: Sitemap
Task 3: Wireframes
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Task 5: Interface Inventory
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Starting on week four of my last semester 
at James Cook University; I took on a work 
experience at the Digital Marketing Office. 
Janet Marles suggested this network 
earlier in the year, and we got in contact 
with Melissa Vinson and Martin Potter; 
the big bosses. This internship would 
compliment the last assessment item 
in the subject NM3420 Media Design 
Portfolio; and promised lots of experience 
in my area of interest.

On my first day I met the team and 
received a task from Joao; he would then 
become my teacher. Usability research 
had been done in order to study the JCU 
website; and these documents were given 
to me to study and learn how to interpret 
the website. The research papers were a 
great starting point into the understanding 
of the amount of work that needed to be 
done to reach the goal of an extremely user 
friendly content-navigation presentation. 
In the indulgence of previously mentioned 
documents, I made my first mark.

Hello
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Task 1.
Title: Five Star Banner
Discipline: Graphic Design.
Structure: Courses and Study > Study Areas > Selection.
Method: Observe, create and test.
Timeframe: On the spot.
Theoretical-Practical relationship: Knowledge of element placement.
Criteria: Five stars for graduate job success 7 years in a row. The Good Universities 

Guide 2011 - 2017.
References: 2018 Undergraduate Study Guide.  
Posible Outcome: JCU website header.
Medium: Vector graphic.
Individual/Group project: Individual brainstorm and design; group testing.
Presentation ways: Email and web.

10

Task 1

for graduate job success
7 years in a row

The Good Universities Guide 2011 - 2017
The elaborated design

The Design Thinking Process.
Observation of guidelines, procedures and creation:
• Images were captured from the current headers and marked the space for its 

intervention. Intervention creation explored many alterations of the current style.
• Proceed to adjust design after receiving first feedback. Explore a completely 

different style, as radical changes are needed in order to make progress.
Testing and fixing:
• Alterations of the first current style presented on screen with the team. Feedback 

received suggested unsettlement. In presentation, the feedback talk gave me 
insights into re-creating the five starts with the audience involved.

• Second design was loved. Presented to Joao by email, he tested the design live via 
an administrative account of the website. There were several arrangements to be 
constantly done. To give an example, the location and font size of the text in the 
banner. I was assigned to adjust the design constantly, until we reached the point 
of problem solving.

The release:
• The design was promptly published in the same week.
Learnings:
• Always double save your files. The first current style design got lost in a deleted 

USB and I remained with just the result, and not the process.
• It is a fast paced environment.
• Asking questions is good.

11

The elaborated design published found here.
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Task 2.
Title: Sitemap
Discipline: Graphic Design and Information Mapping.
Structure: https://www.jcu.edu.au/international-students
Primary navigation information tabs.
Method: Pleasant categorisation of information, to display repeated or lacked 

informative elements.
Timeframe: Weekly.
Theoretical-Practical relationship: Software usage and website scanning.
Criteria: Design to be used as a guide for further content study.
References: Fontawesome.  
Posible Outcome: Developer meeting contact.
Medium: Vector graphic.
Individual/Group project: Individual.
Presentation ways: Email.

Task 2

A sample of the elaborated design

The Design Thinking Process.
Information structuring:
• Website study and analysis based on simple textual links between navigation.
• Method of presentation.
• Software learnings to advance skills accelerates work load.
Creation:
• Known method of information representation came from the first infographic I 

made with curves. The design really impressed but it was not functional in terms 
of laying out the information in the most clear way.

• Another exploration of design came, following the template provided by Joao. 
The use of notes was recommended, apart from designing the layout, I analysed 
the information displayed. This element was introduced in the first design, and 
thanks to feedback I was suggested to utilise better ways of denotation.

• The layout got more complex, and displayed missing links within the website itself.
Learnings:
• Information can be easily repeated. This could have a reason behind or be a 

mistake.
• Content producers have to work tightly by hand with the designers.
• It is the meticulous job of record keeping and information displays that set a 

milestone to project analysis and design.

The elaborated design published found here.

OohVoiceOohVoice
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https://theturquoisewell.com/2017/11/08/closet-cleaning/
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The first design draft.

Task 3.
Title: Wireframes
Discipline: UX.
Structure: Courses and Study > Study Areas > Selection.
Method:  Rough drafts of a different design approach to the Courses and Study 

landing page.
Timeframe: Weekly.
Theoretical-Practical relationship: Software usage and website scanning. Apply user 

friendly recognition.
Criteria: Wireframes to suggest a base for further brainstorming.
References: Competitor’s website design and JCU website research report.  
Posible Outcome: Base for UI.
Medium: Vector sketch.
Individual/Group project: Individual.
Presentation ways: Email.

15

Task 3

A sample of the elaborated design study
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The Design Thinking Process.
Content analysis:
• The research papers must be known 

by this stage. Their information is of 
great relevance to serve a great design 
process.

• Exploration of competitors websites 
gave a practical insight into the 
processing of the research document. 
Website content was also referenced 
from non-university pages; this gave 
accent to the visual aspect of the task.

Content display:
• From previous learnings, this task 

fluctuated more easily due to the fact 
of avoiding over-complicated jobs 
within the software, that may distract 
the content from the production. Joao 
recommended the usage of very rough, 
black and white wireframes to express 
ideas.

• Copying the content organisation 
from specific websites is not entirely 
convenient, since they have their 
problems of their own. The job here 
was to utilise research and experience 
feedback, as a user of the product 
myself.

• The more wireframes created, the more 
insightful are the responses and their 
explorations.

The elaborated design published found here.

Task 4.
Title: Style Tiles
Discipline: UI and graphic design.
Structure: Courses and Study page appearance.
Method:  Explore different styles within JCU’s brand, to introduce a new fresh look of 

the website page.
Timeframe: Weekly.
Theoretical-Practical relationship: Style selection and resource organisation.
Criteria: Style tiles to suggest a base for further brainstorming.
References: Brighter Style Tile by Joao, Google Material Design, and Style Tile examples 

shared by email.  
Posible Outcome: Base for UI.
Medium: Vector presentation.
Individual/Group project: Individual.
Presentation ways: Email.

17

Task 4

The first batch of Style Tiles

OohVoiceOohVoice

https://theturquoisewell.com/2017/11/08/electricity-bills/


18Style Tile: Corporate

The Design Thinking Process.
Getting your head around:
• Thinking about how the information 

will be presented.
• What information will be presented.
• How are you going to differentiate 

between styles.
• What is your reason behind your 

process.
• Answer your questions really quick.
Designing the first batch of Style Tiles:
• Guided by colour selection, patterns 

and photo matching. These style tiles 
were created firstly visual, and then 
given a meaning.

• The first two style tiles were great, but 
not accurate to JCU’s task.

• Leading into feedback, I was presented 
with the request of producing a series 
of three style tiles within a proposed 
framework.

19

Designing the second batch of Style Tiles:
• After practising with the ways that you 

can present content with the first two 
style tiles; having the intention behind 
the design first serves as a great guide 
to keep your job focused.

• The three styles: Corporate, Innovative 
and Adventurous. Keep JCU’s style 
(colours) consistent.

• The colours were extracted from the 
tool Material.io and Color Hex, and a 
palette was created.

• Presentation of content changed, in a 
way that it could now relate to actual UI 
elements and how they are perceived. 
This means that research was guided 
towards the elements that can be used 
while designing a website.

• Concepts and element definitions 
were studied to create relevant design 
insights to the future proposed style.

• How to actually create this content. 
The learning curve mixed the content 
presentation with the delivery method 
as well.

Style Tile: Innovative

OohVoiceOohVoice



The learning curve:
• It was a timely process.
• Organisation is essential when 

working on the same job with 
different variations; take into 
account that inspiration may come 
in any form throughout your day.

• Keep your focus.
• Utilise your previously learnt skills 

into making this design process, the 
most subtle and continuous. The 
completion of the wireframes were 
a great stepping point into learning 
how to organise the content display 
as the first way.

• Image capturing: learn how to read 
the significance of the images and 
their distinguished colour, pattern 
and mood.

• Mood exploration. These style tiles 
were created as another-level mood 
boards.

• Typography matching. Keeping with 
JCU’s style, the font Open Sans was 
combined with matching sources 
that complimented the mood, and 
kept it consistent.

• Element design: do not forget to 
enhance your software skills with 
dated techniques.

Style Tile: AdventurousThe elaborated design published found here. 20

Task 5.
Title: Interface Inventory
Discipline: UI and graphic design.
Structure: JCU website interface study and selection placement.
Method:  Get your screen-shooting fingers going. Use your dear Keynote or Powerpoint 

presentation to facilitate global access.
Timeframe: On the spot + further feedback corrections..
Theoretical-Practical relationship: Interface language and selection criteria.
Criteria: To collate text, and information data in their presentation ways.
References: Interface Inventory by Brad Frost, shared via email.  
Posible Outcome: Interface inventories are a great tool and argument feedback into a 

new design solution.
Medium: Keynote presentation.
Individual/Group project: Individual + Joao’s supervising feedback..
Presentation ways: Email.

21

Task 5

Slides from Inventory presentation
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https://theturquoisewell.com/2017/11/09/identity/


Slides from Inventory presentation 22

The Design Thinking Process.
Oh yes, this is easy.
• As simple as it sounds, doing an 

inventory of a website can become 
really complex.

• Keep in mind your past tasks: the 
sitemap. This task was an insight into 
how interrelated is the content found 
in a website. Specially for a University, 
that calls for very much action.

• What you called that before, is not its 
name anymore.

Collection of content:
• Utilising the template provided, I 

proceeded to grab the mentioned 
elements from the JCU website and 
organise them in their groups.

• The process needed constant double 
checking, it is important to explore the 
website with specific element looking 
eyes.

• The Buttons section was already done 
by Joao.

• Each section had their level of 
confusion for me, a naive UX designer.

Feedback:
• Joao made corrections to the Interface 

Inventory in the same presentation. It 
helped a lot to receive feedback on the 
spot. This will be completed afterwards.

The reviewed task published found here.

If we think that our minds possesses 
a certain regulation of layers; we think 
further into society as human beings, more 
than that. We think as what we made of.

I see tools as layers.

Analysing every time; how hard it is to 
become that piece of meteorite. At the same 
time discovering the impact that humans 
have created within our same land. If we 
are still exploiting the Earth; it all comes 
back with same text.

Planning for the Turquoise Well has 
become intense. In a time frame where it 
is marked as a very little space in time. I do 
not want to stop ever. I’m addicted to your 
creativity and how you make me think.

See you soon

23
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Task 6

24

The Design Thinking Process.
The Content:
• Creation and completion of projects are the base of your document.
• Keep a consistent style throughout the projects; exploring further into your own 

reflection and requirements.
The Document:
• Think of ways that your report could be seen. Explored portfolio, blog posts, videos 

and graphics.
• Think of the tools and programs you will need to reach your goals.
• Designing the report can become confusing since when you have collected the 

articles, everything looks different.
• Reach an understanding of your capabilities and aim for a style that will blend all 

of the projects together.
• Explore the style while you study it.
• Learn how feedback and previous responses are helpful to your success.
• Explain yourself. It is normal for you to do what is on your mind; but it is beneficial 

to explain it to others that are not even close to your way of thinking
The Learning:
• How to connect your reasons into an understandable context for the general 

public.

OohVoiceOohVoice



The Turquoise Well launched a blog 
on the 31st of October 2017. With fifteen new entries 
until the 15th of November, Stefi has developed a new 
form of expression. In the blog she links videos and 
documents from digital publications and also, provides 
a space for the exploration of self. This means that 
the blog is a space for both meaningful information 
regarding projects, and the background happenings 
of brainstorming portfolios. She does have to admit, 
that the blog may be a fully representation of the artist 
that she is. Looking back into the entries, it is notable 
that some sort of mentoring would be highly beneficial.

The most extravagant posts:
Golpea (Nov 1); Killing Queens (Nov 1); Bugs (Nov 2); 
Experience the Progress Film (Nov 6); Identity (Nov 9).

These posts explore the media in which content is 
presented:
• Golpea was the first blog post that featured audio,
•  Killing Queens a video,
• Bugs opened the doors to the Portfolio project 

‘Making of Bugs’,
• Experience the Progress Film introduced 

professionalism and work related outcomes, and
•  Identity featured a downloadable pdf file with 

Stefi’s personal creations for a specific activity.

It is good to reflect on background activities being a 
great tool for record-keeping your projects. The blog 
is a public form of communication with the world 
which introduces a personal and defined voice to The 
Turquoise Well.

B
L
O
G

The most 
extravagant
blog posts
please click on them.

B
L
O
G
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https://theturquoisewell.com/2017/11/01/golpea-el-ritmo/
https://theturquoisewell.com/2017/11/01/killing-queens/
https://theturquoisewell.com/2017/11/02/bugs/
https://theturquoisewell.com/2017/11/06/experience-the-progress-film/
https://theturquoisewell.com/2017/11/09/identity/
https://theturquoisewell.com/2017/11/07/wera-wednesdays/
https://theturquoisewell.com/2017/11/04/pirates-of-the-past/
https://theturquoisewell.com/2017/10/31/generation/


In a more personal and 
professional manner, here 
comes Stefi’s resume 
for future employers. 
As artistic, abstract and 
confusing the turquoise 
well is, it has a Hidden 
Identity History (TQW’s 
HIH). You are now able to 
click on the drop-down 
menu of Contact and 
‘click the Stefi’ to view 
her curriculum vitae. The 
resume is simple yet, very 
well designed; giving 
a more serious look to 
the overall personality. 
The resume also shows 
how naive is the Media 
Designer, leaving space 
for discussion between 
what is all seen in the 
portfolio itself. In here, if 
companies are looking 
into well-researching 
their future employee, 
the door is open for 
them to make their own 
thoughts. And of course, 
hire her. Who wouldn’t…?

Stefi Klein
Miloslavich

Education









IEA Middle and High School (2013) CCS: High School Degree in Science

Hunter’s Green Elementary School (2004 - 2005) FL, USA:  Elementary School

Caracas Institute of Design (2013 - 2015) CCS: Bachelor of Graphic Design - Illustration 

James Cook University (2015 - current) TSV: Bachelor of New Media Arts - Media Design

Exhibitions










Perc Tucker Gallery: Valentine’s Day Print Sale 2016 14 February

The Drill Hall Studio: Worth A Thousand Words, Illustrator Exhibition 2016 27 November - 22 January

eMerge Gallery: Luminate Exhibition 2015 23 October - 30 October

Perc Tucker Gallery: Animal Portrait Prize 2016 6 May - 10 July

Pinnacles Gallery: Blueprint 2017 Graduate Exhibition 7 October - 29 October

Work Experience



 JCU Digital Marketing 2017 August - Current: UX & UI Designer

 Townsville Enterprise 2017 March - April: Graphic Designer

 Vetta Productions 2016 September 30 hours: Graphic Designer

Internships

 Freelancer: Graphic Design, Videography



 Illuminate Cairns Projection Art Festival 2016 November

 Luxlumin Projection Festival 2016 September - October

 TEDxTownsville 2016 August - September

 Perc Tucker Gallery 2015 Casual Participation

Volunteer



 The Ville Resort Casino 2016 March - Current: Cook

 The Basement Bar  2015 June - December: Cook and Beverage attendant 

Hospitality

Myriad 2017 29 March - 31 March: Brisbane, AU. JCU Scholarship 

Webstock 2017 16 February - 17 February: Wellington, NZ. Webstock Scholarship

Conferences

Media Designer











stefikleinm@gmail.com

theturquoisewell@gmail.com

+61 421 940 430

theturquoisewell

 12/42 Warburton St, North Ward
QLD 4810

theturquoisewell.com
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The Instagram Page
 theturquoisewell

The Turquoise Well is the 
turquoise well no matter 
where. In the social media, 
Stefi uploads adventures and 
crosses time-zones with her 
hometown and other parts of 
the world; as well as posting 
in two different languages. 
This means that Stefi keeps 
her personality consistent 
and represents it through 
the turquoise well; she also, 
never sleeps. The deepness 

of the Well is always filled.

In a more close future, the 
portfolio or blog projects will 
also be featured in Instagram. 
They will be presented as 
several photos in the same 
post, having a ‘classic’ TQW 
image as the cover. Sliding to 
the different images that are 
left to be seen, you can tell 
that the project relates to the 
cover, and viceversa. The goal 
is to keep the overall look of 
the page clean and creative, 

with several surprises.

TQW has now 92 followers, 
and 23 posts since its 
launch date on the 21st of 
September. TQW has made 
special connections with: 
Martin Potter, Robert Crispe, 
Sam Parisi, Javier Irizar, 
PechaKucha Townsville and 

Insideout Architects.

31
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T H E  P O R T F O L I O

T H E  P O R T F O L I O

T H E  P O R T F O L I O

33
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With eight new entries, the 
turquoise well published:
Three previously made 
videography projects, the 
also previously made Local 
Fashion designs, their first 
film essay, the making 
of Bugs, ‘The Resistance’ 
artwork, and the Biology 
and Ecosystems logo.

T H E  P O R T F O L I O
e i g h t  n e w  e n t r i e s  i n

The videography projects 
added a new filter and 
added awareness of 
Stefi’s skills. None of them 
are freshly new, but have 
certainly given an impact 
to their clients. The film 
essay was created for the 
subject NM3620, but it 
is good to clarify that it 
was made in accordance 
with The Turquoise Well’s 
Revolution.

The Local Fashion entry 
is highly important, 
completely unrelated 
to assignments. Stefi’s 
designs were all over this 
year’s Townsville Fashion 
Festival, and Wearable 
Art Townsville has gained 
high social media traffic 
with their photographs, 

DESIGN IS INVISIBLE 
AND IS NOT CREDITABLE

THE FIRST PROJECT 
THAT INCLUDED EVERY 
FILTER OF THE WEBSITE

IT IS GOOD TO CLARIFY 
THAT IT WAS MADE IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH 

THE TURQUOISE WELL’S 
REVOLUTION

STEPPING STONE FOR 
ARTISTIC RELATED 

ACTIVITIES

THIS IS THE MOST 
ASTONISHING PROJECT

which include the logo 
designed by Stefi. In here 
is were we realise that 
design is invisible and is 
not creditable. Many posts 
from WAT have the details 
of the photographer, 
make-up artist, hair stylist, 
and outfit designer; but the 
person that created the 
logo for them, has never 
been recognised. This new 
entry is also part of The 
Turquoise Well Revolution; 
were many people know 
what is WAT, but now 
realise WHO made it. Yes, 
the sneaky turquoise well.

The Resistance artwork is 
a great stepping stone for 
artistic related activities. 
It features Stefi’s culture 
and also, the notice that 
the artwork was exhibited 
in a highly renown gallery 
in Townsville: Stefi’s 
current location.

Making of Bugs, the first 
project that included every 
filter of the website. This 
is a video in which Stefi 
talks about her creative 
process on how she builds 
her website. This entry is 
of great importance to 
future employees, since 
Stefi would love to take 
on teaching for 2018. This 
video also opened the 
doors to more record-
keeping media, and as 
a result, the blog post 
‘Experience the Progress 
Film’ was published in 
accordance to its context.

Finally, but never the 
least: The Biology and 
Ecosystems Logo. A 
freshly created logo for a 
panel of the Global Ocean 
Observing System. This 
is the most astonishing 
project ever; since Stefi 
worked hard with her 
mother Patricia, the 
project officer, to create 
a logo that would be 
globally published around 
the world, and not just to 
the scientific community. 
The logo is now in revision 
from the other members 
of the panel, located 
in Australia, USA and 
Belgium. The published 
logo-in-review will give 
a huge exposure to The 
Turquoise Well website.

OohVoiceOohVoice



Biology and
Ecosystems
L O G O
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The Global Ocean Observing System 
(GOOS) is a program under the 
Intergovernmental Oceanographic 
Commission of UNESCO responsible 
for observations, modelling and analysis 
of ocean variables globally to provide 
accurate descriptions of the present 
state of the oceans and help forecast 
its future conditions. GOOS coordinates 
measurements of essential ocean 
variables across the topics of physics, 
biogeochemistry and biology and 
ecosystems. This logo was designed 
specifically for the Biology and 
Ecosystems Panel of GOOS.

The mission of the Biology and 
Ecosystems Panel is to implement and 
coordinate sustained observations of 
biological and ecological essential ocean 
variables that are relevant for science and 
for society to address the overarching 
questions of what is the current state of 
life in the ocean, how it is changing and 
what are the natural and human-induced 
causes of these changes.

The logo includes several elements 
that represent the essential ocean 
variables in which the panel 
is focusing. Currently, the Panel 
has defined eight Essential Ocean 
Variables. These will allow to measure 
the status and change of ecosystem 
components across the food web, from 
primary producers (phytoplankton) to 
consumers (zooplankton, fish, marine 
turtles, seabirds and marine mammals), 
as well as the changes in extent and 
health of coastal ecosystems (coral 
reefs, seagrass beds, mangrove forests 
and macroalgal communities). 

Project Brief
by Project Officer Patricia Miloslavich

-The image of the logo as a 
whole represents the continuity 
and interconnection of marine 
life within the ocean, from 
the surface to the bottom, and 
from small planktonic creatures 
represented here by the group 
of 5 copepods on the surface, 
to large vertebrates, represented 
here by a humpback whale at 
the bottom. The main structure 
that unites all the components 
is a kelp, a large weed that 
provides food and shelter to 
many organisms, including 
fish, represented here by a sea 
dragon and a school of five fish. 
The other two components are a 
jellyfish, which also represents 
the zooplankton community even 
if it may reach large sizes and a 
branching coral that represents 
the coral reef ecosystem.- 

In this way, with one single image, the 
logo provides information on:
-the diversity of life forms in the ocean
-their distribution and interconnectivity 
from surface to bottom
-some of the marine biological groups 
and ecosystems in which the panel 
will focus its work

Complementary to the image is the 
text which identifies the Global Ocean 
Observing System by its acronym and 
logo (www.goosocean.org), and the 
reference to the Biology and Ecosystems 
Panel.

OohVoiceOohVoice



Design Thinking Process:

I have been involved with the designing 
of the BioEco Panel since it was born. 
After designing the timeline of activities 
infographic and monitoring graph, I took 
on the challenge of creating a logo for 
this very important organisation. It is not 
just the pressure of giving your very best 
to your mother, but to her colleagues as 
well.

I went through many logo prototypes 
until I finally found the best. The process 
started by sketching out ideas and 
vectorising them later on in the computer 
software. This became very tedious 
because I could not really express what 
I wanted to. The final version of the 
logo was created by receiving feedback 
from the previous digital prototypes and 
draw a fresh new outline in pencil and 
paper. Reflecting on this, I realise that I 
will always be better by expressing my 
ideas by hand; and all the digital tools are 
an aid to finalise my views. Sketching is 
extremely important.

Receiving feedback was also very 
important; because I could finally 
represent what Biology and Ecosystems 
were in a single image. Most of the 
feedback was given by my mom, who 
collected it from her meetings with the 
panel. For luck, Sam wrote her opinion on 
an email that I received, and thanks to her 
I realised that I was actually able to create 
new species of mammals:

I have previously met Sam in my trip to 
America at the start of the semester, so 
I found her feedback very entertaining, 
and useful, of course. So I changed the 
Stefi-created mammal into a realistic 
humpback whale.

The logo is currently in review by the 
Panel’s Executive and the GOOS program 
officer. And I am happy to make the 
changes for them.

Here (six bellow) are examples of the 
previously created prototypes, that led 
me to design the most beautiful logo (left, 
variations). It’s a design thinking process.

“Looks great! Is there time for a few more tweaks? My only comment is that the 
biological realism of the marine mammal could use a little tweaking. There are no 
marine mammals with long pectoral flippers and a snout – you’ve kind of crossed 
a dolphin with a whale here and I think it would be good for us to be biologically 
accurate in the logo. But otherwise I love it!”
- Samantha Simmons, PhD. Acting Scientific Program Director
Marine Mammal Commission, independent agency of the U.S. Government.

GOOS
Biology and Ecosystems
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The Turquoise Well has had an enormous journey of connections. Stefi 
started networking in Australia with James Cook University and met 
highly amazing people. Located in Townsville, were the local community 
matters a lot, she started to get in contact with ABC Radio, Perc Tucker 
Gallery, Drill Hall Studio, The Basement Bar, Tropical Energy Solutions, 
Foundation Podiatry… to name a few. But most importantly, it is great to 
highlight Stefi’s connection with PechaKucha.

Stefi did not realise how great these 
nights were until she finally attended 
to Townsville’s PechaKucha Night 
Vol. 16 (for which its poster was, 
once again, designed by Stefi). Not 
just she realised how great this 
event was, but also knew that the 
people that attended have a certain 
chain of thought that interests The 
Turquoise Well. Just that same 
week, Stefi bought two magazines at 
The Mary Who? Bookshop, and saw 
the same nice lady that served her 
that day, at the PechaKucha Night! 
We are talking culturally here. Stefi 
loves to support a great cause, and 
that’s why she is extremely happy to 
keep designing PK posters for free. 
And to be very mystical about stuff, 
all the designed posters received 
a great pay-off when Stefi won the 
lucky door prize! Yes, a big box 
full of mangoes, achachas, honey, 
chutney and more goodies. Very 
lucky indeed. Stefi is looking into 
presenting on the next PK vol. 17. 
She will be definitely talking about 
The Turquoise Well. But, will it be 
another journey story, or will she 
launch a portfolio project? Meet you 
at the next PeckaKucha Night on 
March 2018.

LIAISING

“Good morning Stefi,
A message from PechaKucha HQ in Tokyo for 
you!
Beautiful Poster Tania! Very Townsvillian! 
Kudos to Stefi who we linked in the post. 
See you on Friday,
Tania Dennis.”

Hey Stefi, 
The new website looks 
wonderful – well done!
-Hayley

Name: Frank Dallmeyer
Comment: beautiful, 
stimulating, inspiring ...... and 
confusing as promised :-))

Hi Stefi , Looks fantastic 
congratulations.
I will share with my contacts.
Keep in touch
Claudia

PK Vol.16 Poster Design

After uploading the videography projects, Stefi 
contacted Frank from Tropical Energy Solutions 
and Hayley from Foundation Podiatry to invite 
them to give a look at her new website. They both 
replied and Frank even filled up the contact form!

Stefi also contacted Claudia Williams and Christina 
Papadimitriou, the founders of Wearable Art 
Townsville. Claudia replied very quickly and Stefi 
met Christina at PK.
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It is of great value the fact that Stefi has so many 
opportunities in such a developed country as it is 
Australia. She recognises that if she would have 
stayed in Venezuela, her creative reach would be 
completely different. It is a mixture of feelings, 
of course, to think how great it would have been 
back at home. But not at the same time. Stefi 
takes advantage of her many opportunities in 
Townsville to now connect with her old friends 
and collaborate. It started with Juan Pablo Arraéz, 
the friend that took the photos featured in Stefi’s 
artwork, The Resistance. Later, she connected 
back with Luis Salazar Weil, a musician that 
created a piece specially for her Film Essay. Now 
she has connected with Marianela Ruiz, a music 
composer that has offered her art for collaboration. 
These guys graduated from high school with Stefi 
in 2013; and she wants more than anything, to 
keep some roots back at home. This opens doors 
to start collaborating with more recent classmates 
from the Design Institute of Caracas; which skills 
are more mainstream, and so is trying to contact 
them…

Claro que me encantaría colaborar 
contigo. Que grande que te 
gradúas ya!!: Of course that I 
would love to collaborate with 
you, it’s amazing that you’re 
nearly finished! -Juan.

Sabes que cuando necesites una 
chamba de música o de audio 
me puedes decir: If you need 
any music or audio job, let me 
know -Luis.

Brutal chama, no sé si haces 
también videos o cortos, yo hago 
música original si en algún 
momento necesitas: Amazing 
mate, I don’t know if you 
make videos or short films, 
but I make original music for 
whenever you need. -Nela.

‘‘Open call to design a new 
logo for the World Register of 
Marine Species: Stefi can win 
500 EUR’
-Ward Appeltans
Project Manager OBIS (Ocean 
Biogeographic Information 
System).
Email shared from Belgium.

Hi Stefi,

The internship report 
is looking good. 
Congratulations!

See you soon,

Joao Inacio
Digital Marketing Officer

Now, you have no idea how great is to be connected 
with the Global Ocean Observing System; because 
Stefi doesn’t yet either. GOOS promises networks 
within the scientific community and the learning 
of designing skills that could serve JCU’s scientific 
community for at least 2018. Stefi is looking into 
further exploring the design processes behind 
scientific projects.

Stefi has spoken to Katja Fleischmann about a 
graphic design tutoring position at JCU. Stefi 
leaves it very clear in here, that she wants to 
transfer her knowledge and skills to fresh minds, 
and most importantly, enjoy the process of 
learning that goes together. Stefi is also aiming 
for a job at the Digital Marketing Office. Stefi has 
to admit, that she had a really good time in her 
work experience, and cannot thank any more to 
the many geniuses that made this opportunity 
happen.Artwork attached to job 

cover letter

It feels like Stefi needs to give the best of herself 
and enormously thank Joao Inacio, her supervisor 
for the Digital Marketing Internship. She finds 
Joao very inspirational and is happy to keep 
discovering similarities between each other. One 
of their best jokes, was how good they understood 
each other about the destroyed roads of South 
America... Stefi was taking a meticulously made 
prototype in a car and the holes on the road barely 
destroyed weeks of hard work. This moment was 
shared with no more than laughter.

Into a more current moment, Kyle Davis is a great 
connection to have. She did not just published 
a video about Stefi’s Blueprint artwork, but has 
completely convinced her to design the logo for 
the next Australasian Mental Health in Higher 
Education Conference in 2018. We encourage you 
to keep yourself updated with the next OohVoice 
release, because Stefi has very special words to 
share about her own mental illness.

‘I was wondering how you’d 
feel about doing a logo for 
JCU’s Australasian Mental 
Health in Higher Education 
Conference? No $$$ but 
something to add to your 
portfolio (as well as lots of 
gratitude!!). See info about 
conference here’
-Kylie

Home
land

Connections
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What were 
all those 
emails that 
I got?
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The Turquoise Well understands the 
significance of inspiration, and sent you a 
bunch of emails regarding her own back-

stage practice. These emails, and the urge 
Stefi felt to just keep posting, keep sharing 

and keep indulging herself with more 
inspiration, is what made her think about 

the OohVoice magazine.

It started with separate topics: a newsletter, 
an update, a recommendation, a love story. 

Then thought that this could be somehow 
converted into a monthly e-news email. But 

no, TQW has to go hard or go home. She 
is releasing a yearly magazine about h e r. 

This. Is. The. First. Issue.

FREE BEER WITH 
OOHVOICE’S FIRST 
ISSUE. 
Click here to claim your prize  
It’s time to celebrate.
Sometimes it is great to keep it mysterious, like 
Stefi’s Abuela used to say. And she does, but she is so 
energetic that can not keep a secret quiet for too long. 
That is why TQW promises new projects in a constant 
creative environment. To give just a hint, Stefi started 
to talk with Wk, a Mexican rapper to which she has 
performed a dance (found at Killing Queens blog post) 
and sung a fan talk to him at the blog post Fanaticism. 
Stefi knows that the rapper has seen her blog post 
because gorgeous Wordpress gives you stats of the 
website visitors. And Mexico is there. Ha.

Stefi has also asked Wk permission to utilise his music 
at the Carnivale of Curiosity in May 2018, for a dance 
solo that she will be performing. This would be one of 
the greatest portfolio projects of 2018, where Stefi will 
create lots and lots of stuff for it. I am not going to tell 
you yet. Just keep in touch.

Do not miss out on Belly in the Basement Part II on the 
Saturday 25th of November, tickets are selling fast!

N
E
X
T

N
E
X
T“Tengo la mente de un criminal dice el mito

Porque para ellos, pensar es un delito”
-Wk
<I have the mind of a criminal, says the myth
Because for them, thinking is a sin>

OohVoiceOohVoice
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Habits introduce new ways of being. I have 
developed a tobacco smoking habit since my 
man left. Since I started to live by myself. I have 
lost 6.5kg by swapping meals for cigarettes, in 
just three moths. My dear nicotine, this is how you 
wake me up. This is how I enjoy my work breaks. 
I transform myself into this new personality, or 
just discover myself. It’s not just you. It’s how 
I like to mix you with alcohol, or other drugs. 
I hope you still read me when everyone else 
does. There was this high night that was not 
letting me sleep. Smoking my cigarette outside 
in my watermelon bean bag, I decide to write 
at the same time. Feeling so obnoxious about 
not being able to smoke with my left hand, and 
write with my right; I make the decision that I’m 
actually better at writing than smoking. So I gave 
priority to the needed beings, and explored how 
it was, writing with my left hand. Of course, I’m 
a natural. You just can’t produce a mirror action 
without creating a mirror effect. This is where, my 
letters, words and sentences entered DaVinci’s 
Universe. I started mirror writing; without any 
cause, but felt the effect very strange in the 
most natural way. This is my biggest discovery. 
Imagine how much I can do with this new skill. 
Sketching starts in Planet A and reads in Planet 
B. Nadia is overwhelmed; and does not expect 
you to understand. Habits, they say. Exploration, 
I begin. Habits, they say. Exploration, I.

Habits introduce new ways of being. I have 
developed a tobacco smoking habit since my 
man left. Since I started to live by myself. I have 
lost 6.5kg by swapping meals for cigarettes, 
in just three moths. My dear nicotine, this is 
how you wake me up. This is how I enjoy my 
work breaks. I transform myself into this new 
personality, or just discover myself. It’s not 
just you. It’s how I like to mix you with alcohol, 
or other drugs. I hope you still read me when 
everyone else does. There was this high night 
that was not letting me sleep. Smoking my 
cigarette outside in my watermelon bean bag, 
I decide to write at the same time. Feeling so 
obnoxious about not being able to smoke with 
my left hand, and write with my right; I make 
the decision that I’m actually better at writing 
than smoking. So I gave priority to the needed 
beings, and explored how it was, writing with 
my left hand. Of course, I’m a natural. You just 
can’t produce a mirror action without creating 
a mirror effect. This is where, my letters, words 
and sentences entered DaVinci’s Universe. I 
started mirror writing; without any cause, but 
felt the effect very strange in the most natural 
way. This is my biggest discovery. Imagine how 
much I can do with this new skill. Sketching 
starts in Planet A and reads in Planet B. Nadia 
is overwhelmed; and does not expect you to 
understand. Habits, they say. Exploration, I 
begin. Habits, they say. Exploration, I begin.
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By Nadia Güell
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Martin Potter  Melissa Vinson Joao Inacio 
Sam Parisi Patricia Miloslavich Janet 
Marles Matthew Gianoulis Vicki Salisbury 
David Salisbury Katja Fleischmann Juan 
Pablo Arraéz Luis Salazar Weil Jordan 
Galliott Mahsa Yegan Ryan Anderson 
Vera Skough Bridget Ferguson Cara 
Griffin Hayley Patterson Frank Dallmeyer 
Rebecca Scott Tania Dennis Bruce Hill 
The Mad Rooters Emily Joy Haire Wk 
Bernadette Ashley Samantha Simmons 
Eduardo Klein Giuseppe Di Bella Marina

C O N T R I B U T O R S  A N D  S U P P O R T E R S
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